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Women's group use a DRONE to fly abortion
pills over the border from Germany to
Poland where terminating a pregnancy is
illegal
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Two Polish women collected the pills and swallowed them as a protest
Drone flew for around half a mile from Frankfurt an der Oder to Slubice
Country's population is 90 per cent Catholic and it upholds strict laws
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Feminist activists have sent a drone carrying abortion pills from Germany to Poland as a protest
over the Catholic country's abortion laws.
The pills were collected and swallowed by two women as part of a stunt organised by Dutch pro
choice group Women on Waves.
The country, whose population is 90 per cent Catholic, only allows abortion within 12 weeks of
pregnancy in cases of rape or incest.
Scroll down for video
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Feminist activists have sent a drone carrying abortion pills from Germany to Poland as a protest over the
Catholic country's abortion laws

Jula Gaweda, who is part of the feminist organisation Feminoteka, said: 'The operation went well.
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'It's a symbolic operation designed to show that just a few kilometres (between the takeoff and the
landing site) can be a gulf in terms of respect for women's rights and reproductive rights, which are
human rights.'
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Activists launched the drone in the German city of Frankfurt an der Oder, flying it for around half a
mile over the river to the bordering Polish town of Slubice.
A dozen antiabortion protesters gathered at the landing site and gave out plastic foetuses to the
prochoice activists, Gaweda said.
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Poland, whose population is 90 per cent Catholic, only allows abortion within 12 weeks of pregnancy in cases
of rape or incest
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Activists launched the drone in the German city of Frankfurt an der Oder, flying it for around half a mile over
the river to the bordering Polish town of Slubice
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A dozen antiabortion protesters gathered at the landing site and gave out plastic foetuses to the prochoice
activists

The abortion limit can be extended to 24 weeks, but only in cases of irreversible foetal malformation
or a threat to the mother's life.
After 24 weeks of pregnancy, the procedure is allowed on a casebycase basis if the mother's life
is at risk.
It comes after the government recently authorised the morningafter pill.
Women on Waves has over the years sent 'abortion boats' to countries including Ireland, Portugal
and Spain to provide women with free treatment that circumvents strict abortion laws.
The arrival of one of these boats in Poland in 2003 prompted a wave of protests, while ultra
Catholic newspaper Nasz Dziennik branded the delivery a 'drone of death' ahead of its landing.
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lk kara, New York, United States, 3 weeks ago

...... or they could have put the pills in their pockets or or backpack and walk across the bridge
by foot an entire 500 feet and hand the pills to the woman.... instead they use an expensive
filming drone for attention. Poles and Germans cross that bridge back and forth a million times a
day...... no let's make it seem as if Poland is under some Kim Jong Un dictatorship........... SMH.
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Chica plastica, Philadelphia, 3 weeks ago

So now it is broadcasted for the world to see... Great job!
Click to rate
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Paulina, Poznan, Poland, 3 weeks ago

Those activist act in a patronizing way, like Poland was like North Korea. I have heard
about releasing balloons from South Korea to North Korea withSeth Rogen comedy
about Kim Dzong Un.
Click to rate
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falklandsforever, Port Stanley, Argentina, 3 weeks ago

Nothing clever about murdering unborn babies. Shame on them.
Click to rate

22

29

Nathan, Surrey, 3 weeks ago

Good for them! I know some lovely polish people, thanks to marriage i'm related now but a lot
have some really backwards attitudes.
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Jay, Dublin, Ireland, 3 weeks ago

If killing children is your idea of "progression" then your truly lost!
Click to rate
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Strontiumdog, Herts, United Kingdom, 3 weeks ago

Saw a program on British TV many years ago where smugglers used model air planes to get
goods over the channel. One guy in France would set the plane off on a certain course and then
a receiver in Britain would spot it and bring it down with a second controller! Totally unfeasible
but a good story!
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Zak, London, United Kingdom, 3 weeks ago

Wow, these Dutch abortion enthusiasts really want to "terminate" as many babies as possible.
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Is it any wonder that there has been such an exodus of young Poles when the values of their
country don't reflect how they want to live their lives. At this rate there won't be anyone of
working age left to support fund people who support these laws
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erynxo, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 3 weeks ago

That is so clever
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in Barcelona
Bruce Willis'
statuesque wife Emma
Heming towers over him
in heels as he treats her
to a romantic date night
Actor, 60, claims to be 6ft
tall while she is 5ft 10in!
SPOILER ALERT:
EastEnders' Ronnie
Mitchell makes a mad
dash across London
after Charlie Cotton as
he flees Albert Square
with their baby son
Intense ab toning
sessions, giving up
booze and healthy dates
with Taylor Swift: How
Calvin Harris went from
scrawny to brawny for
new Armani campaign
EXCLUSIVE: Taylor
Swift's outrage over
'harassment' by
clothing boss who is
demanding to see
photos of her BOOBS
and BUM in bitter
lawsuit over her 'Lucky
13' brand
Pregnant Kim
Kardashian proudly
cradles her growing
bump in VERY snug
white dress in pouty
selfie after stepping out
for meeting
'I was chubby, I always
had big feet, the wrong
shoes, bad hair': Kate
Winslet reveals how
school bullies made her
life a misery
'No positive
reinforcement'
Jamie Hince appears
downcast as he steps
out in Los Angeles amid
claims his marriage to
Kate Moss is 'over'
Pair are yet to comment
on state of marriage
Slim Cheryl
FernandezVersini
continues to cause
concern as she steps
out for photo shoot with
noticeably sunken
cheeks
Top of the crops!
Perrie Edwards shows
off her toned abs in a
double denim bralet and
skirt as she joins Little
Mix bandmates for radio
interview
Kelly Osbourne shows
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off her curvy derrière
in a leather jacket and
her underwear for flirty
Instagram photo
Channeled father Ozzy's
rock star vibes

Up, up and away:
Union J singer Josh
Cuthbert is treated to
helicopter ride by
girlfriend Chloe Lloyd
for his 23rd birthday
Love is in the air
A long way from the
cobbles! Ryan Thomas
dons a bright pink tutu
as he turns 80s diva for
one night only at
daughter's school ball
One way to show support
A pyjamaclad Miley
Cyrus shares bizarre
selfies from her athome
pampering session as
she teases new darker
hair do
Blonde for a while
Lovedup Kelly Brook
highlights her shapely
legs in double denim
ensemble as she strolls
through London with
hunky boyfriend Jeremy
Parisis
Leggy Ellie Goulding
wears figurehugging
miniskirt at the Abbey
Road studios... as
James Bond soundtrack
rumours persist

Makeup free Zoe Ball
shows off her toned
figure in bright pink top
and patterned leggings
as she steps out for a
workout
Dedicated gym bunny
'It's time for me to
check out and cut
loose': X Factor
voiceover legend Peter
Dickson quits the show
after 11 years
Iconic part of show
X rated! Aspiring
singer Becky
Constantinou claims
she was 'kicked off the
X Factor' after
producers found out
about her porn film
roles
Oh baby! Tamara
Ecclestone sports a
chic plunging jumpsuit
as she jets into LAX
with Sophia and her
dolls for holiday number
TWELVE of 2015
RHOC's Meghan King
Edmonds pays tribute
to husband Jim
Edmonds' late first wife
LeAnn with newly dyed
pink tresses
Mother of her stepkids
died of cancer
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Nicki Minaj's ex
Safaree Samuels claims
he ghostwrote lyrics for
The Pinkprint and
brands her new
boyfriend Meek Mill fat
Another feud begins
Makeup free January
Jones displays her
svelte figure in form
flattering blue maxi
dress as she runs
errands with son
Xander
Out in Santa Monica
'It's so messed up':
Men watch shocking
footage of their
girlfriends being
catcalled while walking
down the street  and
most admit they had no
idea it was 'so scary'
'Boy does it burn!':
Jude Law's model son
Rafferty teases fans on
Instagram as he dyes
his locks blonde
Eager to step out from his
father's shadow
A model with
aristocratic parents, a
rock star husband and
AList friends: Who is
Lady Mary Charteris 
the woman embroiled in
the Kate Moss and
Jamie Hince 'split'?
'Hearing them have
sex is wild and I'm
traumatised': Khloe
Kardashian's horror at
overhearing mother Kris
Jenner, 59, getting
intimate with toyboy
lover Corey Gamble, 34
Who needs the gym!
Hunky male model
demonstrates exercises
you can do in the office
 and just watching the
workout video may
make you break a
sweat
Calming the nerves?
Charlize Theron puffs
on a cigarette as she
'returns to South Africa
to reshoot scenes for
The Last Face with ex
fiancé Sean Penn'
Married at 17? Kylie
Jenner ignites rumours
she has wed 25yearold
Tyga after posting
Instagram pics with new
ring on wedding finger
Trying to create a stir?
Helen Flanagan and
boyfriend Scott Sinclair
shower their baby girl
Matilda in kisses as
their daughter turns one
month old
A little milestone
Irina Shayk puts on a
leggy display in black
minidress as she pays a
visit to beau Bradley
Cooper at his London
hotel
Longdistance romance
Boyhood director
Richard Linklater in
talks to direct Jennifer
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Lawrence's new film
The Rosie Project
About a professor who
falls for unsuitable match

Shirtless Justin Bieber
enjoys a day at the
beach as he hangs out
with TV presenter Jason
Kenndy and his bikini
clad wife Lauren
Scruggs
Makeup free Elle
Fanning keeps it casual
in candystripe pink and
white vest top and
denim culottes as she
steps out with a pal
Hollywood rising star
US TV host Giuliana
Rancic goes for the
chop and showcases
edgy bob hairstyle after
announcing she is
stepping down as E!
News host
Selena Gomez is chic
in a semisheer top and
duster jacket as she jets
out of Heathrow after
weeklong birthday
celebrations in London
So long London!
Sarah Harding puts
her romantic woes to
one side on night out at
the Firehouse... after
announcing split from
boyfriend of six months
At least she's got Corrie
Rita Ora and pals
pictured with bag of
suspicious looking
herbal substance at
London dinner party
An extra course at the
meal?
Spritely Diane Keaton
unleashes her inner
rock chick as she
enjoys mother daughter
day with Dexter Keaton
Headed out on a girls'
lunch
Meet this year's Great
British Bake Off
hopefuls: Bodybuilding
motheroftwo and
prison officer are
among the most
eclectic batch of
contestants ever
'Filter everything!'
Victoria's Secret model
Elyse Taylor gives her
top tip for flattering
shots on social media...
as she poses for new
bikini shoot
Catherine ZetaJones
shows off her legs in
pretty black dress for a
relaxing beach day with
Michael Douglas as
their sunsoaked
holiday in Sardinia
continues
'My little angels!' Proud
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mother Princess
Madeleine of Sweden
shares touching family
photos featuring
daughter Leonore and
newborn Prince Nicolas

Here comes the bride!
Kaitlyn Bristowe tries
on wedding dresses
with Jimmy Kimmel...
and promises to give
him $1000 if she splits
from Shawn Booth

MORE DON'T MISS
Kylie Jenner, 17,
dresses in tight vest
and ripped jeans as
she's dropped off at film
studio by Tyga, 25...
after sister Khloe
defends their romance
Liam Neeson, 63, cuts
a gaunt figure as he
takes lowkey stroll in
New York... but assures
fans he's 'never been
healthier'
Busy schedule taking toll
Elsa Pataky stuns in a
blush lace dress as she
supports husband Chris
Hemsworth at Vacation
premiere
Spanish actress stole the
spotlight from her hubby
Kissing cousins!
Hailey Baldwin plants
smooch on Ireland
Baldwin after showing
off her long legs at MI5
premiere
Uncle Alec's new film
'You don't give me
credit for my daily
workouts!' Khloé
Kardashian shuts down
'troll haters' by posting
unretouched image
from Complex spread
Kate Upton nails
airport chic in skinny
jeans and metallic heels
as she struts through
LAX after causing a stir
by posting risqué of her
bare bottom
Highfashion fallout?
Kate Moss puts close
pal Cara Delevingne on
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a 'blacklist' as the
model pair's friendship
cools
Budding actress Cara has
quit Kate's agency

Bobbi Kristina had a
history of falling asleep
in the bath after taking
drugs as new evidence
emerges that may
exonerate her
boyfriend
Died on Sunday
'It breaks my heart
she'll never meet him':
Kian Egan and Jodi
Albert introduce baby
Zekey to the world just
months after losing her
mother to cancer
'She lives off her
husband's money': Vicki
Gunvalson accuses
Meghan King Edmonds
of being a gold digger
on The Real
Housewives of Orange
County
Shirtless Peter Andre
mimics his Mysterious
Girl days as he shows
off his ripped body on
Greek honeymoon with
bikini clad wife Emily
MacDonagh
Elton John's mother
fills the void left by
bitter feud with her pop
star son by becoming
friends with Elton
tribute act
Sheila has not spoken to
her son for seven years
Tom Cruise, 53, pastes
on a smile at the NY
premiere of Mission:
Impossible  Rogue
Nation... after assistant
he is 'besotted' with
reveals she already has
a boyfriend
Newly engaged Kaitlyn
Bristowe and Shawn
Booth steal a kiss in
Times Square... as they
reveal they're in no rush
to marry

'Fun hiking with my
baby sis': Doting
brother Brooklyn
Beckham shares
adorable picture of
himself with Harper to
Instagram
On holiday in LA
Eva Longoria lashes
out at Australian
newspaper following
claims she 'soldout' by
'pretending to need
spectacles' for
promotional purposes
'I only have myself to
blame': Motheroftwo
Claire Richards reveals
yoyo dieting may have
left her infertile as she
claims she 'doesn't
deserve IVF treatment'
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The curse of the
gloomy set strikes
again! Viewers slam
poor lighting in racy
new BBC drama Life in
Squares (and needed
help to decipher the
plot)
'Euthanasia vans that
come to your home':
What Katie Hopkins
would do if she ruled
the world... and says
there are 'too many' old
people taking up
hospital beds
Beyonce shows off
some serious cleavage
in an eyepopping floral
dress as she enjoys
date night with husband
Jay Z
Pair were in New York
Hat's the way to travel!
Stylish Alessandra
Ambrosio flashes her
toned tummy in midriff
baring tshirt and jeans
at LAX
Always on the move
She must think she's
wheely cool! Now Lily
Allen copies the latest
celebrity trend as she
rides £1,185 self
balancing scooter while
smoking
Hulk Hogan takes to
Twitter to say he's 'been
overwhelmed by love' 
but doesn't realise he
has been fooled into
retweeting photos of
black soccer players
Meet the Bake Off
contestant WITHOUT a
soggy bottom: The
Lithuanian body builder
who loves high heels,
cocktails and pumping
iron
She's Running Wild!
Kate Winslet grabs Bear
Gryll's bum, burns her
tampon, and gets fish
guts on her nipple on
survival show
Really got stuck in
A boring orgy, model
planes, and a gangster's
coffee morning...
Season two of True
Detective turns into a
pretentious 'Scooby
Doo', by JIM SHELLEY
All buttoned up!
Khloe Kardashian keeps
her derriere under
wraps in long wool coat
after Complex cover
shoot controversy
Come over all shy?
Newlywed Mila Kunis
cuts a casual figure in
patterned top and baggy
trousers as she enjoys
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a leisurely lunch with
friends
Enjoying life as a Mrs

'We want a gangsta
theme': Engaged Love
Island couple Jonathan
Clark and Hannah
Elizabeth discuss their
whirlwind romance and
epic wedding plans
Hilary Duff looks
elegant in a chic
asymmetric jumpsuit
and heels as she
promotes TV series
Younger
Pulled out all the stops
'It's going to be a
battle for the rest of my
life': Slimmeddown
Sam Smith admits he
still craves junk food
after incredible three
stone weight loss
What would Walter
White say? London's
newest popup bar is
based on cult TV series
Breaking Bad... and
cooks up cocktails
based on crystal meth
PICTURED: Evan Ross
finally shares photos
from his fairytale
wedding to Ashlee
Simpson a month
before their one year
anniversary
'This is the proudest
moment of my life!'
Delta Goodrem ski
jumps over radio hosts
Hamish Blake and Andy
Lee during annual snow
special
... as a VERY pregnant
Ashlee piles on the PDA
with Evan while
shopping for baby
supplies in LA
Former pop star due to
give birth any day now
Shirtless Calvin Harris
shows off his rippling
muscles as he strips
down for new Emporio
Armani underwear
campaign
Lucky Taylor!
She's got legs! Kendall
Jenner shows off toned
pins in denim miniskirt
the day after
transgender parent
Caitlyn's show debuts
to lukewarm ratings
Upstaged! Ireland
Baldwin looks stunning
in tight black dress at
MI5 premiere where dad
Alec mimics her model
pose
It's his movie...
Sorry, Tom, she's taken!
Cruise's assistant, 22,
reveals she already has
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a boyfriend... so was it
all just a stunt to help
promote the new
Mission Impossible?

Holding on tight! Halle
Berry keeps a firm grip
on her daughter Nahla
as they enjoy a day out
together in Beverly Hills
Sevenyearold is still her
little girl
Scantily clad Nicki
Minaj kisses real life
boyfriend Meek Mill in
new All Eyes On You
music video featuring
Chris Brown
Sharing their love
The Left Shark's out
for Bad Blood! Taylor
Swift's feud with Katy
Perry rages on as Super
Bowl mascot turns up
as Taylor sings lyrics
allegedly about Katy
Chin up! Chris and
Liam Hemsworth tower
over their older brother
Luke as the trio pose
together at Vacation
premiere
Family ties
'You guys are terrible
crowds to play for':
Azealia Banks takes
swipe at 'violent and
belligerent' Australian
festivalgoers after
Splendour In The Grass
Kate Upton looks cute
and innocent as she
dines in LA just after
posting risqué photo of
her naked bottom in
sheer dress
Bit more covered up
'I'm flying!' Kate
Winslet recreates THAT
Titanic scene... while
abseiling down a
mountain in Running
Wild With Bear Grylls
You jump, I jump...
'I tried it but no luck':
Sir Michael Gambon
reveals his failed
attempts to seduce his
glamorous co
star Joanne Whalley on
The Singing Detective
Walking Dead actress
Alanna Masterson
reveals she is pregnant
with first child by
posting snap of her big
baby bump
Plays Tara in the show
Jennifer Lawrence and
Khloe Kardashian make
universally flattering
wavy layers the look of
the season... FEMAIL
reveals how to achieve
them in your bedroom
Ivana once claimed
Donald Trump 'violated'
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her in violent sex
attack amid argument
over bald patch
treatments
Allegations from his ex
wife in 1989

EXCLUSIVE: 'Tom is
THE ONE but they're not
married': Margot
Robbie's mother Sarie
Kessler says Hollywood
star and film director
are besotted
What a difference a
few hours make!
Jennifer Lopez wears
demure printed crop top
and skirt before sizzling
in seethrough dress
Not ageing gracefully...
Selma Blair is a boho
beauty in an ethereal
white tiered maxi dress
as she enjoys day out
with sweet son Arthur,
four
Downtime in LA
James White, who
wrote screenplay for
Oscarnominated biopic
Ray, dies age 67 of
cancer at his home in
Santa Monica
Sadly lost the battle
Emma Roberts shows
off her flat tummy in a
crop top as she steps
out in skinny jeans for
some retail therapy
The 24yearold shopped
till she dropped
Can YOU tell them
apart? From Keira
Knightley and Natalie
Portman to Katy Perry
and Zooey Deschanel...
uncanny celebrity look
alikes revealed
Caitlyn Jenner's
$400,000 Lamborghini
rental leaves her Malibu
home... as transgender
star pens latest WhoSay
blog about suicide
Supercar was rented
Kylie and Kendall
Jenner throw their caps
in the air after shaking
hands with Ryan
Seacrest at surprise
graduation party
It was Kylie's bash
'They're in no rush to
file for divorce': Jennifer
Garner and Ben Affleck
play happy families in
Georgia as it's revealed
they're focusing on
getting along
Perrie Edwards shows
her flexible side as she
does 'the crab' to
celebrate Little Mix
keeping the number one
spot in amusing
Instagram videos
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Christina Applegate,
43, reunites with
Married With Children
costar David Faustino,
41, at Vacation premiere
18 years after their
show ended
Rub your fingernails,
hang upside down and
ALWAYS sleep in a
shower cap: How to get
longer, more luscious
hair instantly
Tricks of the trade
Cristiano Ronaldo
relaxes in the pool
during Real Madrid's
preseason tour of
China
Portuguese player is
enjoying some time out
'More prayers the
better': Vanessa
Hudgens asks fans to
support ailing father in
tender snap shared on
social media
Difficult time for family
'Tremendous
problem': Caitlyn
Jenner pens emotional
blog post after meeting
mom of transgender
teen who committed
suicide
Paid tribute
That takes the cake!
Empire's Grace Gealey
'accepts costar Trai
Byers' shock proposal
on her birthday'
From costars to husband
and wife
Malia Obama's New
York summer: How first
daughter hit up
Manhattan's top spots
in summer away from
the White House
Working as an intern
Khloé Kardashian
showcases her
curvaceous derrière for
sporty spread and
reveals she still misses
ex Lamar Odom
'Her sexiest shoot yet'
The happiest place on
earth! Miranda Kerr
holds hands with her
little boy Flynn while the
duo explore Disneyland
Aussie model went to
California theme park
Fancy footwear!
Rachel McAdams
makes a bold statement
in opentoe caged
booties as she heads to
Broadway play

'I couldn't be happier!':
Snooki dons a leopard
print bikini to enjoy
some beach time with
her two children
Wild days long gone, but
not the animal print
Chace Crawford
celebrates 30th birthday
with rumoured girlfriend
Rebecca Rittenhouse...
as he gets roasted by
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former Gossip Girl co
star Ed Westwick

'I wasn't clever enough
for the cookery course':
Bake Off star Mary
Berry reveals she
'wasn't the brightest
button in school'
Come a long way
Shia LaBeouf says he
'would have killed'
girlfriend Mia Goth after
they get into a fight in
shocking video
Clip shows pair fighting
outside a hotel
Good Grohly!
Hobbling Foo Fighters
singer Dave signs
autographs for fans at
LA airport even though
he's balancing his cast
on scooter
'At 16, I was f**king
someone in their 20s':
Khloe Kardashian
defends teen sister
Kylie Jenner's
relationship with rapper
Tyga, 25
Twice as nice! Jessica
Simpson, 35, slips into
the exact same peeka
boo black bathing suit
Kylie Jenner, 17,
modeled a week ago

Learned his lesson!
Justin Bieber covers up
in shorts while hitting
beach for boogie board
session after getting
slammed for showing
bare backside
'Would you like to go
out on a date?' Caitlyn
Jenner gets courted by
flirty transgender
actress Candis Cayne in
new trailer for I Am Cait

Is this the most useful
item of clothing ever?
Windbreaker branded
the 'Swiss Army jacket'
has 15 pockets, neck
pillow, blanket & phone
charger... all for $109
Curls gone wild! Leggy
Rihanna shows off
voluminous hair while
wearing a Tshirt as a
dress for another late
night studio session
She's a nocturnal one...
Uma Thurman looks
incredible in glamorous
LBD as she changes her
look from drab to fab on
the set of The Brits Are
Coming
Amazing at 45
'I rescued her': Julian
Clary reveals he once
saved Joan Collins from
drowning during
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traumatic encounter in
the South of France

All Eyes On You!
Curvaceous Nicki Minaj
is a sheer exhibitionist
in fishnet bodysuit on
NYC tour stop
Doesn't leave much to the
imagination
'We have an instant
chemistry... he brings
out the playful side in
me': Naomi Watts poses
in beachside shoot
captured by her
photographer brother
From bikini to
business! Natalie
Imbruglia covers up in
loose white dress in
London
Spent most of last week
in a bikini
'2 girls. In sync':
Gossip Girl star Kevin
Zegers and wife Jaime
Feld welcome twin
daughters
Actor, who played
Damien, is first time dad
Aussie star Teresa
Palmer is makeup free
and beautiful as she
chases her grinning boy
Bodhi around the park
with husband Mark
Webber
Emmy Rossum steps
out in white dress for
Beverly Hills shopping
trip after sharing photo
from set of new season
of Shameless
A break from filming
She loves that quirky
style! Katie Holmes
stops traffic in art pop
inspired Adidas trainers
while hailing a taxi in
NYC
Has a fun dress sense
Yacht a life! Olivia
Palermo lounges in
teeny bikini while
sunning herself in Ibiza
with German model
husband and fashion
world elite
Glam squad,
assemble! Tamara
Ecclestone and sweet
daughter Sophia enjoy a
pamper session at the
hair salon on girls' day
out
'Trying to indict me':
Meghan King Edmonds
fends off taunts by Vicki
Gunvalson on The Real
Housewives of Orange
County
The gloves are off
'Krissy was and is an
angel. I am completely
numb at this time':
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Bobby Brown breaks
his silence on Bobbi
Kristina's passing as
autopsy begins

Joe Jackson fitted
with pacemaker after
suffering THREE heart
attacks following
hospitalisation for
stroke
Happened on birthday
SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE: Greek
goddess Chelsy doing
her bit for the country's
economy
Harry's ex has been
holidaying in Greece
All the right moves!
Tom Cruise shows off
his comedic chops as
he lip sync battles
Jimmy Fallon on The
Tonight Show

Eve shows off her
incredible bikini body
as she takes control of
a jet ski with husband
Maximillion Cooper
riding on her back
during family vacation
But will beau James
Packer be there? Mariah
Carey says she's
'humbled' as it's
announced she'll
receive star on
Hollywood Walk Of
Fame
It's her type of home!
Singer Sia shells out
$4.7 million for a
stunning Los Angeles
mansion... which is
kitted out with no less
than FOUR chandeliers
A dairying maneuver!
Kevin Bacon, 57, is
beaten by a boy, 7,
during charity ice cream
eating challenge
Couldn't eat fast enough

'I hated my boobs':
Rita Ora admits she
used to be insecure
about her changing
shape when she was
growing up

Fathertobe Harry
Judd cuts a stylish
figure in checked shirt
and skinny jeans as he
attends Death Of A
Gentleman film
premiere
Ed Sheeran lands role
on new medieval drama
The Bastard
Executioner created by
Sons Of Anarchy
mastermind Kurt Sutter

SPOILER ALERT! Cindy
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Cunningham storms
police station in her
wedding dress in
Hollyoaks as she
attempts to seduce her
daughter's boyfriend

Is that you Eva? Ms
Longoria leaves her
tight dresses and heels
at home to go grungy
with plaid shirt and
messenger bag in West
Hollywood
Notorious serial killer
Ted Bundy's famed co
worker turned
biographer Ann Rule
dies aged 83
The truecrime writer died
of heart failure
Makeup free Tamzin
Outhwaite shows off her
perfect bikini body as
she practices her yoga
moves during relaxing
exotic getaway

'Becky and Jesse
together forever': John
Stamos hints he is still
wed to his Full House
love in post from set of
show's Netflix reboot
90s revival
The Little Things that
matter: Harry Styles
launches One
Direction's global
education message as
part of new charity
campaign
Kanye West throws
microphone into the air
and storms off stage
after sound malfunction
at Pan Am Games
Exit stage left, in a huff

SPOILER ALERT:
Bachelorette Kaitlyn
Bristowe chooses her
man during romantic
Malibu proposal in
season finale
One will propose
No wonder she said
'yes'! Kaitlyn Bristowe's
$150k 3.5 carat diamond
engagement ring is the
priciest yet on The
Bachelorette
Bought by producers?
Deuce Bigalow star
Rob Schneider's LA
home is burgled with
diamonds, watches and
rare 1951 Willie Mays
baseball card worth
$175,000 taken
'I'm actually having
fun!': Brandi Glanville
dirty dances with male
pal at Vivica A. Fox's
birthday bash... and
throws shade at former
RHOBH costars
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Rock star arrival! Benji
and Joel Madden are
twinning in matching
caps, chains and
sneakers as they touch
down in Australia ahead
of The Voice live shows
Looking bootyful!
Victoria's Secret model
Shanina Shaik shows
off her toned legs and
pert derriere in a blue
bikini as she catches up
with a posse of models
in LA
Body confident Lena
Dunham shows off her
legs in a tartan print
dress while filming Girls
season five in NYC
She looked every bit the
sexy showrunner
Forget palm reading!
'Thigh reading' is now
all the rage as women
flash their scars and
stretch marks to
promote body
acceptance
A new hashtag
Plussize model
Ashley Graham shows
off her design skills 
and her ample assets 
as she poses in the
latest collection from
her curvy lingerie line
Just married!
American Idol star
Fantasia Barrino beams
with delight while
splashing around with
new husband on
honeymoon
The evolution of sex
appeal: From
constricting corsets to
barelythere bodysuits,
how fashion's definition
of 'sexy' has changed
over the past century
Enjoying the single
life! Lamar Odom has
wild night at Las Vegas
strip club as divorce
from Khloe Kardashian
will be finalised 'within
days'
Time to move on
Kelly Rutherford faces
new blow in custody
battle to bring her
children back to
America as New York
denies case... days after
California court said it
had no jurisdiction
Offseason support!
Olivia Munn walks
handinhand with her
football star boyfriend
Aaron Rodgers while in
Canada filming XMen:
Apocalypse
Melissa McCarthy and
husband Ben Falcone
will executive produce a
comedy for TV Land
about the perils of
trying to make it big in
Hollywood
Could Caitlyn Jenner be
American Apparel's
next star? Retailer's
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new CEO wants the
65yearold to model for
a campaign
A new gig for the star?

Joel Edgerton
promotes his new
movie The Gift in New
York with Rebecca Hall
after spending weekend
in The Hamptons with a
mystery brunette
Touchdown in London
town! Brad Pitt cuts a
casual figure in black
hoody and brown hat as
he jets into Heathrow
airport

'I love you!': Heidi
Klum, 42, publicly
professes feelings for
beau Vito Schnabel for
first time as they ring in
his 29th birthday
together
What a difference a
day makes! Dakota
Fanning looks cheerful
with beau Jamie
Strachan in NYC after
pouting during Sunday
outing
Pulp Fiction! Bruce
Willis tucks into a peach
as he goes grocery
shopping with wife
Emma Heming at
farmer's market

Black Is The New
Black! OITNB starlet
Ruby Rose dons dark
outfit as she attends
Blondie and Melissa
Etheridge concert with
fiancée Phoebe Dahl
Jaden Smith dons
loose black ensemble to
grab lunch at Café
Gratitude in LA on break
from filming Netflix
series The Get Down

Bringing #curvy back:
Instagram lifts ban on
term after backlash
from plussize women...
because 'skinny' and
'anorexia' were still
allowed
The dark side of Steve
Jobs: New trailer for
documentary Man In
The Machine exposes
Apple genius' ruthless
ambition and ego

Newly engaged:
Bachelorette Kaitlyn
Bristowe steps out in
LBD for appearance on
Jimmy Kimmel
Reality star's new fiance
was revealed
'That's not his butt!'
Couples show how well
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they REALLY know
each other by groping
body parts while
blindfolded, before
trying to guess if they
belong to their partner

It's a family affair!
Selfieloving Aussie
model Nicole Trunfio
lets her fiance Gary
Clark Jr and baby Zion
Rain in on the photo
action
Smiling in the face of
criticism: Kendra
Wilkinson goes make
up free to meet friend
for lunch as she
continues to defend her
marriage
Joan Collins, 82, looks
fantastic in a short floral
kaftan and wide
brimmed hat as she
soaks up the sun in St
Tropez
At Tahiti Beach
Barbie's Last Supper!
Artist replaces male
figures in famous
masterpieces with
curvaceous doll... and
she even plays God in
Michelangelo's The
Creation Of Adam

Today's headlines

Most Read

A treehouse fit for a prince! Charles turns
Highgrove gardens into a dream
playground for grandson George by...
Reduced to tears by bailiffs shouting through
her letterbox: Woman bullied by banks for
FIVE YEARS over a...
Brits pay 40% more than the French to
visit Disneyland Paris: France ordered to
probe policy for premium...
SEBASTIAN SHAKESPEARE: F1 Jenson
Button tipped for Top Gear job
Now police won't visit even if your home
was burgled: Chief constable says public
expectation needs to...
MAX HASTINGS: Who are judges to tell us
who we can leave our money to in our wills!
SEBASTIAN SHAKESPEARE: Nicky
Clarke claims Kate's greying hair is a
disaster!
Los Angeles gangs 'in sick CONTEST to kill
100 people in 100 days'
The mysterious Chinese house of horrors:
Researchers find almost 100 deformed
dead bodies stacked in ancient...
I adore the Great British Bake Off. But does it
have to be so right on? Asks QUENTIN
LETTS
The fund manager who has bought just
ONE new stock in the past three years 
but still made a killing
Still thinking of heading to France for your
holiday? Horrendous traffic jams, run the
gauntlet of migrants,...
ANOTHER 1,500 migrants storm the
Channel Tunnel – including one crushed
to death by a truck – as calls are...
Cameron refuses to 'point the fingers of
blame at the French' but offers 'sympathy' to
families caught up in...
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Listen to the horrifying moment an airline
pilot with just THREE minutes of fuel left
is told he can't land...
Is this the most generous boss in the world?
Chief of Turkish food delivery company gives
his 114 employees...
Protesters fasten threats to door of in
hiding dentist who paid $55,000 to kill
Africa's most famous lion ...
I’d love to go hunting one day with Dr Walter
Palmer the killer dentist... so I can stuff and
mount him for...
Shocking moment motorist loses their
temper and makes series of obscene
gestures to a learner driver – for...
PICTURE EXCLUSIVE: Kate Moss struggles
to hide her emotions during phone call as she
continues to wear...
The 10 embarrassing health symptoms
NO woman should ever ignore...
Forget girls in pearls... she's a corker with a
little porker! Pig breeder poses with Ginger
the...
How London workers living an hour from
the capital are £300,000 better off over the
course of their career ...
Why cougars get the top jobs: Women who
date younger men are more likely to enjoy
better career success
'Maybe you should go take a nap': Cara
Delevingne blasted by breakfast TV show
anchors after VERY awkward...
EXCLUSIVE: Alisters to attend funeral
service for Bobbi Kristina held at church in
Alpharetta, Ga.  she...
Radiohead are the new favourite to record
007 Spectre soundtrack as bookies
suspend bets following...
Would you pay £57 for ten chocolates, £25
for a bottle of water or £10 for a SMALL tub
of Pringles?...
Why are shop dummies so THIN? As
Topshop scraps its ultra skinny
mannequins, proof they're far from the
only...
No Mr Bond, I expect you to lose your no
claims bonus! £1m Aston Martin DB5 like
Sean Connery's in...
Foul! The hell of trying to find the best
deal to watch football on TV: Cost of
seeing all live matches this...
Soaring premiums, higher excesses and
more excluded treatments: Why workers and
families are quitting...
New clues in murdered 'suitcase girl' case
as web sleuth mums identify fashion
brand of toddler's black tutu...
The hottest act in town: Dramatic moment
escapologist frees himself from strait jacket
while on FIRE (and...
Revealed: The peer who claims £300 A
DAY to walk just 200 yards to work. After
cocaine and call girls, how...
124 peers in 'free money' racket: They pocket
£300 a day despite having homes close to
Parliament
Disgraced Lord Sewel FINALLY stands
down from the House of Lords and
apologises for 'embarrassment' he...
Cameron vows to hand out even MORE
peerages despite fresh sex scandal engulfing
the House of Lords
Jeremy Corbyn surges into a
commanding lead in the Labour
leadership contest  forcing Andy
Burnham into...
The ultimate pinup: Neverbeforeseen stills
from Marilyn Monroe's iconic nude calendar
shoot thought to...
'I started my day with projectile poop':
Mother reveals the harsh realities of
pregnancy and parenting with...
Pregnant? DON'T eat for two! Overeating
'changes the digestive system making it hard
to shift your baby...
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ISIS Florida beach massacre thwarted:
Key West man 'planned to bury backpack
bomb at popular spot on July 4...
Turkish army launch series of airstrikes
against Kurdish targets in Northern Iraq after
NATO backs the...
Keeping it old school: Billionaire
Mohamed Al Fayed shuns trend for flashy
super yachts to holiday on...
Struggling school turns round its fortune by
banning slang words 'innit, ain't, coz and
woz'
Do overthecounter medicines for
hayfever and insomnia raise the risk of
serious falls in older men?
Why it ALWAYS looks like there's an Uber
nearby: Car firm accused of filling maps with
'ghost cars' to fool...
Twitter admits 'unacceptable' failure to
attract new users as shares fall 7% 
despite it beating revenue...
Woman who killed dog by wrapping duct tape
around its muzzle and strangling it with a lead
is jailed for...
MORE HEADLINES

EDITOR'S SIX OF THE BEST
JAN MOIR: Four mothers who epitomise
everything that's awful about Britain
EPHRAIM HARDCASTLE: The zipless dress once
considered 'risque'... that has proved a hit thanks
to the Duchess of Cambridge
DAILY MAIL COMMENT: Coop, Labour and a
betrayal of values
TOM UTLEY: At last, a genuine medical condition
that explains why I never listen to a word my wife
says
RICHARD LITTLEJOHN: Life's too short to
measure a goldfish
Press the panic button... Lucifer's legged it: The
Mail's theatre critic is directing his village's Easter
play. So why has the Devil disappeared and did the
Bible really feature green underpants
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